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Aids to Navigation: (l) 'ÉIRE Signs'

From April 1943 to March 1944 21,000 military aircraft were reported near or over Ireland. Overflights rose from 778 for 1942-3 to 1,600 in 1943-4. Of the 21,000 aircraft, 12,180 were identified, 99.65 per cent of these were Allied aircraft; the figure being roughly evenly divided between British and American. There were forty forced landings. In response to the huge increase in flights crossing Irish territory (especially delivery flights), increased Coastal Command operations around Ireland and the landing of greater numbers of military aircraft on Irish territory, the Defence Forces took one simple step. As General McKenna told the Minister for Defence, 'in order to warn belligerent aircraft of their position, the word "EIRE" has been prominently displayed close to the LOPs' of the Coast Watching Service. From the summer of 1943 these aerial identification signs were constructed 'as a matter of the greatest urgency' at or near most posts. It was a way 'to reduce the number of aircraft landing because their crews had lost their bearings'. The decision to construct the signs was taken in a rather secret manner. The Minister for Finance simply gave oral sanction and the matter was not minuted as having been discussed by the Cabinet. Perhaps this was not secrecy but merely a routine transaction. However, American sources show a different picture. Gray informed Hull that the 'plainly marked signs' had 'been erected as a result, at least partially, of the efforts of the American legation in Dublin. He asked the Irish authorities to construct markers to indicate to aircrews that they were passing over neutral territory. It was one thing to ensure that United States aircraft that landed in Ireland were returned to operational service and their crews released, but it would be much better if these aircraft, if lost and not short on fuel, did not have to land in Ireland.

The signs were cheap visual aids to navigation, reading simply 'EIRE' in block capital letters. At the further request of the United States air force, the number of the nearby LOP was added to the signs during or shortly after construction and this action turned the aerial markers into aerial navigation aids. On 19 June Malin Head LOP received a call 'from DO to have the letters So placed 30 feet from the top of Eire and in the centre. Each letter to be between 15 and 20 feet by 2 feet'. The evidence from Malin Head LOP thus suggests that the numbers were added in June 1943, shortly after construction of the 'Eire signs' began. According to Joseph Carroll, 'General Hill who commanded the American air force in Northern Ireland then flew around the coast in a Flying Fortress with General McKenna noting every sign and its identification number and this information proved to be an invaluable navigation aid for the inexperienced
American pilots'.

Two types of 'Eire sign' were constructed. The initial signs from summer 1943 were of simple construction. The coastwatchers at Malin Head were told merely 'to collect flat stones to make letters'. No explicit orders were given as to shape, size or orientation of the sign. Most were approximately four metres long and two metres high. In many cases, such as at Baltimore and at Galley Head in Cork and at Lenadoon in Sligo, these signs were found to be too small. To replace the 1943 signs, larger signs built to a standard format of twelve metres long by six metres high and surrounded by a wide rectangular stone border, were constructed during the summer of 1944. The 1944 signs were sizeable constructions as 'in some cases up to 150 tons of stone were used' with the structure then being embedded in concrete and whitewashed to increase visibility."0 Being conspicuously coloured against the landscape, the signs were designed to be seen from the air. An aerial photograph of Cahore Point I.OP taken after the war shows two separate 'Eire signs', one not more than a couple of metres long built during 1943, the other the standard sign of 1944 dimensions. Both signs were constructed by the coastwatchers. At Ballagan Point construction of the post's 'Eire sign' began on 12 June 1943. Construction took thirteen days and, ultimately, an order from District Officer Lieutenant McC^abe to have the sign completed 'at once'. Then on 25 June the LOP logbook simply noted: 'sign completed'."' F'urther south at Wicklow Head LOP the sign and number were constructed at the same time but over only eight days. Three days after the sign was completed an RAF Coastal Command Liberator passed south half-a-mile west of the post at 1,000 feet. Possibly this was just a coincidence, but perhaps not: later that day Wicklow Head LOP was ordered to put a border around the sign and to extend the size of the number next to the sign.

All available personnel at each post were ordered to report for duty to have the signs completed as quickly as possible. A move to twelve-hour watches at Malin Head LOP during the construction of the post's 'Eire sign' almost led to a mutiny, leaving the corporal in charge no alternative but to ring the local district officer 'intimating that the men refused to work at EIRE under the twelve hour duty system'. When District Officer Lieutenant McGinley arrived at the post the following day he was in no mood to put up with the state of affairs, scrawling in the LOP logbook that there was 'no [...]  word in the
Army' as refuse, the missing word since having been carefully cut out of the logbook. There was no further complaint by the men at Malin Head. All except those on rest were put on duty to complete the sign and number bv 29 Mav w-hen a Hudson carrying the Chief of Staff would 'leave Baldonnell at 11.15 for Loop Head and then coast w^ise to Inishowen' on a flight inspecting the signs. Unfortunately for the men at Malin Head, McKenna was not impressed with their work. He noted 'site poor letters appeared thin - not painted generally unsatisfactory'."4 Following the inspection flight a second sign was begun which was completed without a hitch by 9 June. Both signs can still be seen on the headland.

Senior officers often visited LOPs to view the progress of work on the signs and their number markers. OC Western Command, Colonel Felix McClorlev, inspected Black Head LOP on the south side of Galway Bay on 11 August 1943 and 'also inspected the "Eire" signs at the LOP'. The logbook for Lamb's Head LOP in Kerry noted on 8 January 1944 that the 'Eire sign to be finished off and whitewashed early next week. Ready to be photographed by the Chief of Staff’. Malin Head was informed on 6 January 1944 by a 'call from No. 2 Sub-depot. Have the word EIRE whitewashed and kept clean and tidy. Ongoing inspections of signs were carried out for the remainder of the w ar, Gallev Head LOP noting an 'inspection of "Eire" sign' on 23 May 1944 by OC Southern Command, Colonel O'Hanrahan. The inspection resulted in further alterations to the sign, the work being carried out with all available men so that the NCO in charge reported on 29 May that he 'could not effect a relief for watch keeper at 16.00 hours. All hands employed on sign. The sign was completed just in time for the aerial inspection by the Chief of Staff. McKenna's interest in the signs underlines their strategic significance and his report following a coastal inspection flight revealed vastly differing qualities of construction around the country. Flying by Corraun, Mayo, at 1,500 feet, McKenna saw- that the sign had 'clear and distinct letters' while the 'figures appeared a bit thin'. Further north at Erris Head the site was satisfactory and 'party seen at work', though the sign was not yet painted. McKenna concluded 'many of the figures were narrower and not as well made as the letters. Well made thick letters showed up much better than thin lettering'. Following a further inspection at the end of June 'the signs were found to be clearly visible from the air', but certain improvements were suggested. At Melmore Head in Donegal, the sign was on a low-lying area and was 'nearly hidden from an aircraft flying parallel with the coast', another sign was required.

Initially the 'Eire signs' were intended to warn belligerent aircraft of their location over neutral Irish territory. A Western Sector air and marine intelligence report tor October 1943 commented on this important function that 

since the beginning of August [1943] no crashes or forced landings occurred on our territory, this constitutes a record for the Western Sector; the neutrality signs along the coast may account for this improvement, which is very marked.

The explicit reference to 'neutrality signs' shows that the signs were working and that they were intended primarily to warn aircraft that they were over Irish territory. It was one thing for a flight crew to know that they were over Irish territory; they also had to know where exactly they were over that territory. Gray explained to Hull that 'all along the coast of Eire there have been erected conspicuous signs marked Eire and numbered. Any pilot with the aid of the key map can find his location. To Gray the existence of the numbers was more important than the location signs, and of course 'any pilot' really meant any Allied pilot (the Germans were not told of the existence of the signs). The signs allowed navigators to plot their position along the Irish coast and alter or maintain their course as appropriate. A secret document from March 1944, 'Flying Bulletin Number 5', from the Office of the Commanding General of the Headquarters of the United States Strategic Air Forces in Europe and entitled 'Briefing instructions: Northern Ireland and Eire' explained how

i. A system of marking the coastline of Eire to orient pilots flying in that district as to their location has been put into effect as follows:
a. The word 'EIRE' is spelled out in six (6) foot or larger block letters at eighty-three (83) points on the Eire coastline. These selected points are spaced between eight (8) and ten (10) miles apart and have been visibly numbered consecutively, running clockwise from Ballagan Point (i) on the
East coast. South and around the coastline to Inishowen-Head (82), with the exception of point 83 which is located at Foileve.

This information was included in the briefings for all air crews 'who will possibly fly in the vicinity of Ireland'. With the aid of this information, and a bearing from the Derrynacross Beacon in Northern Ireland, they could set course for Nutts Corner near Belfast or their chosen landing ground. On the last leg of the Atlantic crossing navigators were told that this was where they 'needed to be really sharp ... [I]f we landed in Southern Ireland, we'd be delayed for about six months. If we landed in Northern Ireland, we'd be okay. Waiting in An Cosantoir in 1988, Owen Quinn observed that 'grounded foreign pilots were heard to admit that these signs were unmistakable aids to navigation'. The Irish government could argue that the signs and numbers would enable belligerent aircraft to leave Irish territory immediately, but the numbers enabled aircraft to plot their course deviation and return to their planned route. Commandant Quinn later told an interviewer that 'if a pilot got in any way in trouble with his navigation or with fog or anything like that he had a list of these look out posts and a little map of the area he was travelling in and if he spotted number 6, he could say "Ah, sure, I'm over Dublin, I've only to turn right for home, that's it". A pilot suffering compass failure or damage to navigational equipment could easily use the EIRE signs and their associated numbers to navigate by dead reckoning.

The construction of the signs did not always prevent American aircraft landing on Irish territory, but it w as noticeable that following the introduction of the signs those United States aircraft that did land on Irish territory tended to do so at Shannon airport. On 5 November 1943 two C-47 Dakota transport aircraft landed at Shannon in close succession after making landfall off Dursey Island in Cork.' They told the Irish authorities that they were lost due to bad weather and low on fuel. Both aircraft and the fourteen passengers and crew they carried left that day following an improvement in the weather and refuelling from the stocks now held at the airport earmarked for United States aircraft. Not all aircraft were able to benefit from the EIRE signs. Paying Fortress B-I7G (42-34120) Bella Donna bound for Northern Ireland and flown by Second lieutenant Richard C. Walch crashed in poor weather eight miles north-east of Sligo on Truskmore Mountain, Cliff oney, just to the east of Benbulbin at 1800 on 9 December 1943. In the crash Second Lieutenants Wallace and Fox were killed, Staff Sergeant Mendoza and Sergeant Latecki were seriously injured and received hospital treatment in Sligo. When Hathaway reported to Washington on the crash the following day, Latecki was not expected to live; by 13 December he was dead. Wallace, F'ox and Latecki were the first fatalities from an American aircraft crash-landing on Irish territory. The six remaining crew, all of whom were injured, the bodies of the dead crewmen and all 'classified equipment' were moved to Northern Ireland bv the time Hathawav sent his first report on the crash on 10 December. Gray augmented Hathaway's report, commenting on the 'excellent liaison' between the American legation in Dublin, 'the Irish Air Command' and Brigadier General Hill and his forces in Northern Ireland. He informed the State Department that 'arrangements to salvage the secret apparatus, remove the bodies to Northern Ireland, and hospitalise the wounded were made without friction'. The American legation in Dublin wrote to McKenna to convey its thanks 'for the great kindness and consideration which your officers in the Sligo area have manifested on the occasion of the recent crash of a B-i7 plane bound for Northern Ireland'. Gray added that 'we appreciate more deeply the goodwill and kindness accorded to our dead and injured'. This expression of goodwill was necessary because, in a potentially serious blunder, uniformed United States troops had crossed the border from Northern Ireland to rush medical aid to the injured personnel. Then, the morning following the crash, a United States army medical officer arrived at Sligo hospital in uniform to consult with the Irish authorities. He should have been wearing civilian clothes. 'Fortunately', Gray pointed out to Hill, 'the attitude of the Irish Army officers who were first in contact with the situation and subsequently of the Chief of Staff of the Irish Army w as so generous and friendly that no friction occurred.' Gray knew that the American forces' actions were 'praiseworthy and innocent of any design to infringe the neutrality of Eire', but reminded Hill that United States forces crossing the border for rescue or salvage work must do so out of uniform. He warned Hill that though 'the great majority' of Irish people w ere well-disposed 'to our war effort', there was a minority who would use this incident to embarrass the Irish government. He added his usual refrain that, if the incident had 'been formally reported to the Irish government', the internment of the crew would have been likely and 'the American Government would have been under obligations to make apologies and amends to the Irish Government'. To Gray, this would have been the worst of all outcomes.

While there was an element of diplomacy to these remarks to Hill, Grav brought up an operational matter that provides significant information on the importance of the 'Eire signs'. In December there was at best 'only six hours of daylight in Ireland'. Gray asked that this be 'pointed out' to the War Department because 'in fading light it is impossible to read the coastal signs put up by the Eire Government'. Accordingly, Gray asked that 'to allow a margin of safety planes bound for Northern Ireland should not be routed on schedules which contemplate passage after 2pm along the coast of Eire'. Clearly the signs were not lit at night and functioned as a navigational aid only in daylight. However the records of LOP 26 at Seven Heads in Cork contain reference to a 'fire signal' and those of the neighbouring LOP at Galley Head include a curt entry that the 'Signal fire [is] to be erected to its original site. Above to be completed within 24 hours failure to carry out this instruction will entail disciplinary action." Visits to sites of LOPs, contemporary photographs and present-dav photographs provide no outright evidence as to whether the signs were illuminated at night as these entries suggest Gray was personally affected by the crash at Truskmore and the deaths of his three young fellow-countrymen. His raw emotion surfaced in letter to Dr Evelyn Connollv, I3ispensary Doctor of Cliffoney, Sligo. On her way to a dinner party when hearing of the plane crash, she immediately made for the scene:

You were the only medical officer in this area and without waiting to change into suitable clothing you set out with the first rescue party, in the cold and rain, up the formidable mountain. There were places where the ascent could only be made on hands and knees, where the men who accompanied you, had to drag you up steep rocks, but you never faltered. On arriving at the scene of the accident, you directed the removal of the dead and wounded, administered first surgical aid, assuaged pain, and materially contributed to the chance of survival in the case of several of the seriously injured
.
For this devoted service notably beyond what may reasonably be demanded of a civilian physician I now thank you in the name of the Commander in Chief of the United States Army and Navy, the President of the United States.

A week after the Sligo crash, following the safe landing "of another Flying Fortress (42—37985) at Shannon, Gray sent an angry telegram to Hull on air crew behaviour. After reminding the Secretary of State of the purpose of the chain of EIRE marker signs, and that Hathaw ay had passed information on their existence to the War Department, Gray continued:

In the cases of the two Fortresses which recently crash-landed in Eire, the pilots had not been given this information. In addition, they were given a map which incorrectly had Phoenix Park marked as an airfield ... [Ojur military attache has provided full and accurate information about airfields. This mission is felt to be blameless for the American lives and valuable equipment lost here.

Further proof of the importance of the signs to Allied airmen came from documents handed over to Gardai follow ing the crash landing of an American Flying Fortress at F'oulkescourt, Johnstown, Kilkenny on 23 January 1944. The crew had bailed out over Northern Ireland, leaving the Frying Fortress to flv on automatic pilot until it crashed. One confidential document recovered advised aircrews: 'Do not land in Eire except in emergency. If possible try and make one of the nineteen (19) serviceable airports in North Ireland. However, land at airport in Eire rather than crash land in North Ireland.’ It continued, 'How to tell you are over neutral Ireland (Eire)[.] The word "EIRE" has been spelled out in six (6) foot block letters at eighty three (83) places along the Eire coast line observer posts and at airports and along the border between North Ireland and Ireland.'

Despite the presence of the 'Eire signs', sixteen United States aircraft landed or crashed on Irish territory from January to 6 June i944.'40 At least one of these aircraft devised an opportunity to land at Shannon. A C-47 flown bv Captain C.B. Anderson, with eight others on board, flying from Marrakech in Morocco to England, landed at Shannon on 6 March 1944. Anderson could have reached England with the fuel on board but he told Hathaway that 'he was briefed at Marrakech that landing at Rineanna would be [a| "lark", with food, rest, drinks and [a] speedy release'. Hathaway requested that Marrakech be at once 'enlightened' that 'serious repercussions [were] possible from such a briefing'. There was, he considered, a 'pronounced deficiency' in the briefings being given at the base. Whatever its actual status really was, Anderson did not know to tell the Irish authorities that his flight was non-operational. He and his crew had not been advised on the need for 'discretion in conduct, speech and manner' and got rather a rude welcome being '"surprised" and alarmed when two armoured cars met them and armed soldiers surrounded their plane. Prom w hat they had been told at Marrakech, they expected to be welcomed with open arms'. In Hathaway's opinion crews from North African bases were usually poorly briefed and 'this was the worst yet'.

Anderson had not been told that Eire was neutral and Northern Ireland was at war and that there was an international border between the two areas. He did not know that internment possibly awaited him and his crew for admitting to landing in Ireland while on an operational mission. This was an outcome Gray had been able to avoidto date. Further, the crew had no information on the Donegal Air Corridor, the radio frequencies for using the corridor, and had no information on the location of USAAF bases in Northern Ireland. They had no map of Ireland and had only 'a mimeographed copy of a sketch of the Irish coastline with the numbered shore markers and three major aerodromes, onlv indicated on it'. This map, Hathaway sarcastically observed, 'helped them to orient themselves when they made a landfall'.
The construction of the 'Eire signs' was seized on by farmers as an oppor-tunity for seeking compensation from the Department of Finance. One farmer from Whitegate, Cork, claimed compensation for loss of crops from the field at Power Head where one sign was constructed. He dolefully informed the Department of Defence that

his intention in 1944 was to set a crop of turnips in the field in which the
Sign was constructed, but as the setting season was then far advanced he could not set the turnips elsewhere so that he lost the crop; in 1945 he would have set a crop of barley.

He claimed £50 compensation for loss of crops and £12 for use by the Defence Forces of the right of way across his lands to the LOP on Power Head. At the end of the war farmers seeking stone for w alls removed many of the signs. In other cases, the Department of Defence removed the signs. Few of the 'Eire signs' now remain or are visible. They required constant maintenance throughout their operational life and when unattended were soon reclaimed by nature. Only on the most remote and inaccessible headlands have the signs survived the sixty years since they were constructed. Most remaining signs are on the west Mayo coast, in particular on Achill at Corraun and at Moyteogue Head, at Erris Head and at Portacloy. A handful of examples also still remain visible in Donegal, at Carrigan Head, at Malin Head and, just visible through the grass, at Bloodv Foreland. One of the signs at Malin Head, the construction of which caused a near mutiny at the headland LOP, has become something of a tourist attraction. Unlike the coastwatchers stationed there in 1943, tourists have been willing to work with local stone and add their own names in imitation of a sign of which few of them probably know the origins.

Air and Naval Operations off Ireland,
December 1943 – February 1944
The Bolus Head and Bray Head logbooks covering this period have not survived

At 0105 on 27 February Lamb's Head LOP "sighted faj big flare of light at the back of the great Skellig's Rock' and phoned the neighbouring Bolus Head and Bray Head LOPs Bolus Head "heard a flash, and heard three explosions'.18 Bray Head saw "flames as those from a burning ship'. The keeper of the lighthouse on the Great Skellig rock heard "a crash, three explosions and saw a flash of light in the sea'. Seven and a half hours into an anti-submarine patrol Liberator H/no from squadron VB-no based at Dunkeswell in Devon and flown by 28-year-old Lieutenant John I.. 'Lou' Williams, on his fifth mission, had hit the north side of Skellig, crashing into the sea below. Fire burned on the water for four minutes. There were no survivors.

The following afternoon Lamb's Head received a message 'to report any information we have about the plane that crashed at the Skellig's Rock'. A search by the Skellig lighthouse keeper revealed only a long streak of white paint on the rock. He later recovered a life jacket from the water with the squadron number of the aircraft on it. A search by small craft, including a British tug given permission to search the area, and the Valentia lifeboat, and an aerial search by the RAF", found no trace of the aircraft. The weather was so severe that the lifeboat had to return to port. By 3 March, when Lieutenant Commander James Reedy, the officer commanding squadron VB-no, visited Dublin to discuss the crash with United States diplomats, "no material trace' of H/IIO had been found. Reedy was satisfied that 'no purpose would be served by making a journey to the scene of the accident'. Several pieces of debris and wreckage were later picked up but, writing to Gray on 6 May 1944, Reedy considered that 'the possibility of finding more evidence of the crash is rather remote'.

The background to the crash of H/no lies in the practice of anti-U-boat patrols of flying below 150 metres (500 feet) to avoid contact with U-boat radar. In January 1944 P'AW7 crews had been instructed by intelligence officers to fly at 500 feet at night to carry out attacks. When Coastal Command squadron leaders later met they discussed low-altitude attacks and opinion divided over the matter. One officer liked to be able to see the water; another considered that a fully laden Liberator should not be flown at altitudes under 1,000 feet. The high points of the Great Skellig Rock are to the north-east of the island at 185 metres (607 feet) high and to the south-west at 214 metres (705 feet). If Williams' H/IIO, as seems likely, mistook the radar return from the Great Skellig Rock for a submarine and flew towards it to attack at low altitude, the aircraft and crew did not stand a chance.
Airborne at 1656, H/IIO commenced its patrol forty kilometres south-east of the Old Head of Kinsale at 1830 and began a zigzag patrol, flying west for 185 kilometres, south for twenty-one kilometres and back east for 185 kilometres until it reached a position seventy-six kilometres south of its original start point. H/IIO was to repeat the pattern until it reached its fuel endurance limit and then return to base. The daily Coastal Command narrative merely recorded that 'no messages [were] received from this aircraft and it failed to return'. Initial reports suggested that H/IIO had crashed due to bad weather as a force eight 'north-easterly gale accompanied by sleet and rain was blowing' off Skellig and could certainly have put H/IIO off course into the rock. What no document makes clear, but which a comparison of the routing in the Coastal Command daily narrative for 26—27 February with the location of the crash shows, is that H/IIO was twenty four miles off course when it crashed, and, since the aircraft hit the back of the Great Skellig rock, Williams was flying in the wrong direction. The most likely explanation remains that fatigued after flying for many hours in bad weather and with positive submarine sightings rare, the crew of H/IIO mistook the radar returns from Skellig for a U-boat with fatal results. The scattered remains of Williams' aircraft were located many years later in 10 to 25 metres of water and are 'reputed to lie loom west of Blue Cove under the cliffs'.

Aids to Navigation: (11) The Valentia Island Beacon.

The crash of H/IIO highlighted the need to develop Allied air navigation aids over the Bay of Biscay, adding another level of complexity to Irish co-operation with the Allies in the run up to D-Day. In 1943 the Dominions Office felt that 'Eire could assist substantially in rescue work without the slightest breach of neutrality and with good hope of doing something to diminish the risk of forced landings in Eire' by agreeing to the installation of additional navigation equipment at the Valentia Island telegraph and radio station. This would improve 'direction finding facilities to the south over the Bay of Biscay', an area inadequately covered by British RDF stations. By 1944 the necessity for improved RDF was even greater ... because of our increased air traffic across the Bay'. Using equipment provided by the Air Ministry, the Valentia station would keep watch on the international distress frequency of 500 kilocycles and 'take the bearing of any aircraft transmitting a distress signal' using the RDF" equipment. Maffey added that 'these arrangements would help us more than they would help the enemy, since the latter can obtain excellent cross findings by using his own stations in France'. He considered that as the 500-kilocvcle distress frequency was internationally regulated, the additions to Valentia would 'not amount to an un-neutral service'. Pre-war Valentia had been 'a busy Coast Station handling a large volume of ship-shore general traffic'. By 1944 war conditions meant that the station was 'almost exclusively restricted to the listening-in watch for SOS and distress messages'. The proposed additions to the station would merely mean extending the existing provisions and would be 'intended for rescue purposes exclusively'. De Valera agreed with Maffey that there could be 'no objection based on the policy of neutrality'.

There had been previous attempts during the war to reconfigure the equipment at Valentia but political considerations had halted them. Bryan minuted that 'outside authorities were very interested in the care and control of Radio Stations here prior to the Second Front opening and still are.' In April 1944, following discussions between the Department of Posts and Telegraphs and the British Post Office, arrangements were made for the extension of the navigation equipment at Valentia. British engineers supervised the installation of the Adcock Direction Finding apparatus and four-antenna array provided by the British Air Ministry. It was

a war requirement to facilitate air-sea rescue operations off the south-west of Ireland and in the Bay of Biscay during a very difficult period of the war. The difficulties of arranging for the installation of this equipment in a neutral country were well appreciated here ... [T|here can be no doubt that the Eire authorities were well aware at the time that they were carrying out an 'un-neutral act', but closed their eyes to the real need for the special DF facility.  

Land's End and Valentia would fix transmissions from aircraft in distress by RDF'. Valentia would then transmit to the aircraft its bearing from Valentia. Land's End would hear Valentia's signal to the aircraft and would plot a fix for the aircraft's position using a bearing from Land's End. The information so obtained would be passed to Coastal Command by Land's End. The system was ready in time for D-Day on 6 June 1944 to assist with operations over Biscay on the western flank of operation OVERLORD.





